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ABSTRACT
We present the large statistics of the galaxy effective radius Re in the rest-frame far-infrared (FIR)
wavelength Re(FIR) obtained from 1627 Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) 1-
mm band maps that become public by 2017 July. Our ALMA sample consists of 1034 sources with
the star-formation rate ∼ 100−1000M⊙yr−1 and the stellar mass ∼1010−1011.5M⊙ at z = 0 −
6. We homogeneously derive Re(FIR) and FIR luminosity LFIR of our ALMA sources via the uv-
visibility method with the exponential disk model, carefully evaluating selection and measurement
incompletenesses by realistic Monte-Carlo simulations. We find that there is a positive correlation
between Re(FIR) and LFIR at the > 99% significance level. The best-fit power-law function, Re(FIR) ∝
LαFIR, provides α = 0.28±0.07, and shows that Re(FIR) at a fixed LFIR decreases toward high redshifts.
The best-fit α and the redshift evolution of Re(FIR) are similar to those of Re in the rest-frame UV
(optical) wavelength Re(UV) (Re(Opt.)) revealed by Hubble Space Telescope (HST) studies. We identify
that our ALMA sources have significant trends of Re(FIR) .Re(UV) and Re(Opt.), which suggests that
the dusty starbursts take place in compact regions. Moreover, Re(FIR) of our ALMA sources is
comparable to Re(Opt.) of quiescent galaxies at z ∼1−3 as a function of stellar mass, supporting the
evolutionary connection between these two galaxy populations. We also investigate rest-frame UV
and optical morphologies of our ALMA sources with deep HST images, and find that ∼30−40% of
our ALMA sources are classified as major mergers. This indicates that dusty starbursts are triggered
not only by the major mergers but also the other mechanism(s).
Keywords: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of galaxy sizes provides key insights into the
galaxy formation and the evolution. The galaxy sizes are
defined by the effective radius of Re. The Re value in the
rest-frame ultra-violet (UV) bands, Re(UV), traces the
area of the young star formation with the small amount
of dust. The Re value in the rest-frame optical bands,
Re(Opt.), shows the old star regions that allow us to un-
derstand the positional star-formation histories and the
stellar migrations. The Re value in the rest-frame far-
infrared (FIR) bands, Re(FIR), indicates the active star-
forming regions that are obscured by the large amount of
dust. The size-luminosity relation and the size evolution
in all UV, optical, and FIR wavelengths are important to
understand the cosmic stellar mass assembly in galaxies
complementary.
The Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) have been measured for
the galaxies selected at the rest-frame UV and opti-
cal bands with Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
and Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3), respectively, on-
board Hubble SpaceTelescope (HST) at 0 . z . 8 (e.g.,
Shen et al. 2003; Ferguson et al. 2004; Hathi et al. 2008;
Oesch et al. 2010; Ono et al. 2013; van der Wel et al.
2014; Shibuya et al. 2015). One of the most extensive
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size studies is conducted by Shibuya et al. (2015) with
the sample of ∼190,000 galaxies at z = 0 − 10 based on
the deep HST images. The study shows that Re(UV) and
rest-frame UV luminosity (LUV) have a positive power-
law correlation of Re(UV) ∝ L0.27±0.01UV , and that there is
a Re(UV) evolution of Re(UV) ∝ (1 + z)−1.3∼−1.0. The
best-fit power-low slope and the redshift evolution are
explained by the disk-formation model (e.g., Fall 1983,
2002; Mo et al. 1998) and the dark matter halo assem-
bly (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2004; Hathi et al. 2008), respec-
tively.
The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA) enables us to conduct the Re(FIR) measure-
ments with the capabilities of the high angular resolution
and sensitivity. Bright submillimeter (submm) galaxies
(SMGs; S1mm & 1 mJy) have been observed with the
high-resolution (0.′′16 − 0.′′3) ALMA 870 µm, and spa-
tially resolved (Ikarashi et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015;
Hodge et al. 2016). Recent studies obtain the Re(FIR)
of ∼ 0.7 − 2.4 kpc. Compared to the Re(Opt.) val-
ues of ∼ 4.4 kpc for the SMGs (Chen et al. 2015), the
recent results indicate that the intense starbursts oc-
cur in the very compact regions (Simpson et al. 2015).
Tadaki et al. (2016) and Barro et al. (2016) also report
that the most of the rest-frame FIR sizes are smaller
than the rest-frame optical sizes based on the similar
high-resolution ALMA 870 µm observations for massive
star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.2− 2.5.
In the Re(FIR) studies for FIR galaxies fainter than the
SMGs, Rujopakarn et al. (2016) perform ALMA 1.3 mm
blind deep imaging in Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF;
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see also Dunlop et al. 2017). This HUDF study identi-
fies 16 sources with the flux range of S1mm ∼ 0.16− 1.0
mJy, and estimates Re(FIR) to be 1.4 − 4.3 kpc. An-
other approach is carried out by Gonza´lez-Lo´pez et al.
(2017) who observe three massive galaxy clusters of Hub-
ble Frontier Fields (HFF) with the ALMA 1.1 mm band
for gravitationally lensed sources behind the clusters.
Twelve sources are identified with the intrinsic flux of
S1mm ∼ 0.14− 1.6 mJy, and the intrinsic Re(FIR) values
are estimated to be ∼ 0.3 − 2.5 kpc under the assump-
tion that these twelve sources reside at z = 2. Although
these results in HUDF and HFF extend the Re(FIR) stud-
ies to the faint end, the Re(FIR)−FIR luminosity (LFIR)
relation is still not well determined. This is because the
source number is not enough to perform a reliable size
statistic.
The Re(FIR) evolution is also the remaining issue. Al-
though the previous ALMA studies newly evaluate the
Re(FIR) values in the wide LFIR range, the sample with
a wide redshift range is also necessary to investigate the
Re(FIR) evolution. Moreover, the technique of the size
and flux measurements are different among the previous
studies. A homogeneous measurement based on a large
dataset is required to compare the different redshift sam-
ples and determine the Re(FIR) evolution.
In this paper, we make the dataset from the ALMA
archive by 2017 July. The 1627 deep ALMA maps in
Band 6/7 provide us the largest dataset of multi-field
ALMA ever made, which is composed of 1614 maps from
the independent fields and 13 maps from the 3 lensing
clusters. We analyze this large dataset to investigate
the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation and the Re(FIR) evolution
by a systematic uv-visibility based technique. This is
the first challenge for the statistical investigation of the
Re(FIR) properties in the systematic way. In Section 2, we
show the observations and the data reduction. Section 3
describes the method of the source extraction, the flux
and size measurements, our simulations, and our sample
properties for deriving the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation and the
Re(FIR) evolution. We report the results of the redshift
distribution, the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation, and the Re(FIR)
evolution, comparing with the previous studies in Section
4. In Section 5, we discuss the physical origins of the
dusty starbursts. A summary of this study is presented
in Section 6.
Throughout this paper, we assume a flat universe with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, σ8 = 0.8, and H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mpc−1. We use magnitudes in the AB system (Oke &
Gunn 1983).
2. DATA AND REDUCTION
2.1. Data
To accomplish a complete Re(FIR) study, we make full
use of ALMA archival data in cycles 0 − 3 that became
public by 2017 July. We collect 1627 continuum maps in
Band 6/7 from the ALMA archival data in the regions
of HUDF, HFF, Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS;
Scoville et al. 2007), Subaru/XMM − Newton Deep
Survey (SXDS; Furusawa et al. 2008), and The Great
Observatories Origins Deep Survey South (GOODS-S;
Vanzella et al. 2005), that have rich multi-wavelength
data. Tables 1 and 2 present the summary and the de-
tails, respectively, for those of 1627 continuum maps.
Table 1
Summary of Our ALMA Maps
Sub-Dataset θcirc Number of Maps
(1) (2) (3)
SB1 0′′ − 0.′′2 48
SB2 0.′′2 − 0.′′4 303
SB3 0.′′4 − 0.′′6 394
SB4 0.′′6 − 0.′′8 203
SB5 0.′′8 − 1.′′0 254
SB6 1.′′0 − 1.′′2 154
SB7 1.′′2 − 1.′′4 228
SB8 1.′′4 − 1.′′6 11
SB9 1.′′6 − 1.′′8 18
SB10 1.′′8 − 2.′′0 14
Notes: (1): ALMA maps with the circularized beam sizes θcirc
from 0′′ to 2.′′0 with a step of 0.′′2 are referred to as SB1 to SB10,
respectively. (2): Criterion of the θcirc range for each sub-dataset.
(3): Number of the ALMA maps in each sub-dataset.
We divide these 1627 continuum maps into 10 sub-
datasets based on the angular resolutions (Table 1), be-
cause the angular resolutions would make different sys-
tematics in the Re(FIR) estimates. Here, we regard the
angular resolutions as the circularized beam size θcirc
given by
θcirc =
√
ab, (1)
where a and b represent the full width half maximums
(FWHMs) of the major- and minor-axis of the synthe-
sized beam, respectively. We list up the 1627 continuum
maps with the observing details in Table 2.
Note that the 1627 continuum maps are taken in two
types of the observation modes that are single pointing
observations and mosaic observations with several point-
ing. We refer the single pointing and mosaic observations
as ”single-field data” and ”mosaic data”, respectively,
that are presented in Table 2.
2.2. Data Reduction
Basically, the data is reduced in the same manner as
Fujimoto et al. (2016) In this process, we use the CASA
versions from 4.2.0 to 4.7.2. Our CASA reduction has
three major steps: bad data flagging, bandpass calibra-
tion, and gain calibration with flux scaling. These ma-
jor steps are performed with the scripts provided by the
ALMA observatory. We apply additional flaggings if we
find problems in the final images that the noise level
is significantly higher than the calibrated products pro-
vided by the ALMA observatory, or that there remain
striped patterns. For the cycle 0 data, we update the
flux model to ’Bulter-JPL-Horizons 2012’, if the data
is calibrated with the old version of the flux model of
’Bulter-JPL-Horizons 2010’.
Because the HUDF region is observed in two different
ALMA projects (#2013.1.00718.S and #2013.1.00173.S),
we combine these two data sets with the concat task.
Here, we recalculate the data weights with the statwt
task based on its visibility scatters which include the ef-
fects of integration time, channel widths, and systematic
temperature.
We perform Fourier transformations for the reduced
uv-data to create ”dirty” continuum maps. With the
dirty maps, we estimate the standard deviation, σd, of
the pixel values.
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Table 2
Examples of Our ALMA Maps
Map ID Project ID Target λobs νobs (Band) Ant. Dist. σf Beam Size θcirc
(mm) (GHz) (m) (mJy beam−1) (′′×′′) (′′)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Single-Field Data
1 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.45 0.58 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
2 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.44 0.59 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
3 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 10 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.61 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
4 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 11 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.46 0.61 × 0.42 0.5 (SB3)
5 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 12 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.5 0.62 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
6 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 13 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.62 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
7 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 14 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.48 0.62 × 0.42 0.51 (SB3)
8 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 15 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.46 0.63 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
9 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 16 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.63 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
10 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 17 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.53 0.64 × 0.42 0.51 (SB3)
11 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 18 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.51 0.7 × 0.4 0.52 (SB3)
12 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 19 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.49 0.71 × 0.4 0.53 (SB3)
13 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.59 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
14 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 20 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.51 0.71 × 0.4 0.53 (SB3)
15 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 21 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.51 0.71 × 0.4 0.53 (SB3)
16 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 22 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.5 0.71 × 0.4 0.53 (SB3)
17 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 23 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.53 0.71 × 0.4 0.53 (SB3)
18 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 3 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.59 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
19 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 4 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.45 0.59 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
20 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 5 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.44 0.59 × 0.42 0.49 (SB3)
21 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 6 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.61 × 0.42 0.5 (SB3)
22 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 7 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.46 0.61 × 0.42 0.5 (SB3)
23 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 8 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.47 0.61 × 0.42 0.5 (SB3)
24 2011.1.00097.S COSMOSLowz 64 9 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.5 0.61 × 0.41 0.5 (SB3)
25 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.28 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
26 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.28 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
27 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 10 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.57 × 0.47 0.51 (SB3)
28 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 11 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.57 × 0.47 0.51 (SB3)
29 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 12 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.57 × 0.48 0.52 (SB3)
30 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 13 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.57 × 0.48 0.52 (SB3)
31 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
32 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 3 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
33 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 4 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.29 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
34 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 5 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.3 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
35 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 6 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.58 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
36 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 7 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.31 0.57 × 0.47 0.51 (SB3)
37 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 8 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.29 0.57 × 0.47 0.51 (SB3)
38 2011.1.00097.S COSMOS lowz 64 9 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.32 0.57 × 0.47 0.51 (SB3)
39 2013.1.00151.S COSMOS medz 107 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.17 0.57 × 0.48 0.52 (SB3)
40 2013.1.00151.S COSMOS medz 107 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.26 0.57 × 0.48 0.52 (SB3)
41 2013.1.00151.S COSMOS medz 107 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.25 0.56 × 0.48 0.51 (SB3)
42 2013.1.00151.S COSMOS medz 107 3 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.24 0.56 × 0.48 0.51 (SB3)
43 2013.1.00151.S COSMOS medz 107 4 0.88 342 (7) 21−382 0.25 0.56 × 0.48 0.51 (SB3)
44 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.21 0.68 × 0.49 0.57 (SB3)
45 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.21 0.68 × 0.49 0.57 (SB3)
46 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.22 0.68 × 0.5 0.58 (SB3)
47 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 3 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.22 0.68 × 0.5 0.58 (SB3)
48 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 4 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.23 0.68 × 0.51 0.58 (SB3)
49 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 5 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.25 0.68 × 0.51 0.58 (SB3)
50 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 113 6 0.88 342 (7) 21−375 0.24 0.68 × 0.51 0.58 (SB3)
51 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.2 0.64 × 0.51 0.57 (SB3)
52 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.2 0.63 × 0.51 0.56 (SB3)
53 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.19 0.62 × 0.51 0.56 (SB3)
54 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 3 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.2 0.62 × 0.51 0.56 (SB3)
55 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 4 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.19 0.61 × 0.51 0.55 (SB3)
56 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 5 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.19 0.61 × 0.51 0.55 (SB3)
57 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 138 6 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.18 0.61 × 0.51 0.55 (SB3)
58 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 141 0 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.2 0.63 × 0.48 0.54 (SB3)
59 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 141 1 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.2 0.63 × 0.49 0.55 (SB3)
60 2011.1.00097.S COSMOShighz 141 2 0.88 342 (7) 21−384 0.21 0.63 × 0.49 0.55 (SB3)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
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Map ID Project ID Target λobs νobs (Band) Ant. Dist. σf Beam Size θcirc
(mm) (GHz) (m) (mJy beam−1) (′′×′′) (′′)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
1569 2015.1.00039.S ALESS103.3 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.25 × 0.85 1.03 (SB6)
1570 2015.1.00039.S ALESS116.2 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.26 × 0.85 1.03 (SB6)
1571 2015.1.00039.S ALESS124.1 124.4 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.26 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1572 2015.1.00039.S ALESS14.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1573 2015.1.00039.S ALESS2.2 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1574 2015.1.00039.S ALESS23.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1575 2015.1.00039.S ALESS3.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1576 2015.1.00039.S ALESS37.2 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1577 2015.1.00039.S ALESS55.2 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1578 2015.1.00039.S ALESS69.2 69.3 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.25 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1579 2015.1.00039.S ALESS72.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.25 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1580 2015.1.00039.S ALESS76.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1581 2015.1.00039.S ALESS79.4 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.25 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1582 2015.1.00039.S ALESS87.3 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.25 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1583 2015.1.00039.S ALESS88.2 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.25 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1584 2015.1.00039.S ALESS9.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.11 1.24 × 0.84 1.02 (SB6)
1585 2015.1.00039.S ALESS99.1 0.99 304 (7) 15−310 0.1 1.25 × 0.85 1.03 (SB6)
1586 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-169850 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.43 × 1.08 1.24 (SB7)
1587 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-238225 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.44 × 1.08 1.24 (SB7)
1588 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-279127 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.43 × 1.09 1.24 (SB7)
1589 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-304384 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.43 × 1.09 1.24 (SB7)
1590 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-304416 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.44 × 1.08 1.24 (SB7)
1591 2015.1.00540.S UVISTA-65666 1.29 233 (6) 15−331 0.03 1.44 × 1.08 1.24 (SB7)
1592 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-10347 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.79 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1593 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-13174 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.79 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1594 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-13701 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.79 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1595 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-15813 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.79 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1596 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-15820 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.78 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1597 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-19680 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.78 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
1598 2015.1.00664.S KMOS3DCOS4-24763 1.13 265 (6) 15−460 0.07 0.78 × 0.69 0.73 (SB4)
Mosaic Data†
1599 2012.1.00756.S Field-1 0 1.13 265 (6) 20−650 0.05 0.51 × 0.41 0.45 (SB3)
1600 2012.1.00756.S Field-1 1 1.13 265 (6) 20−650 0.05 0.5 × 0.41 0.45 (SB3)
1601 2012.1.00756.S Field-1 2 1.13 265 (6) 20−650 0.05 0.5 × 0.41 0.45 (SB3)
1602 2012.1.00756.S Field-1 3 1.13 265 (6) 20−650 0.05 0.5 × 0.42 0.45 (SB3)
1603 2012.1.00756.S Field-1 4 1.13 265 (6) 20−650 0.05 0.5 × 0.42 0.45 (SB3)
1604 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 0 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.47 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1605 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 1 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.47 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1606 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 10 1.25 241 (6) 15−1268 0.01 0.93 × 0.69 0.8 (SB5)
1607 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 2 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.48 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1608 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 3 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.47 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1609 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 4 1.25 241 (6) 15−1268 0.01 0.65 × 0.51 0.57 (SB3)
1610 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 5 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.47 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1611 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 6 1.36 221 (6) 15−1268 0.03 0.47 × 0.38 0.42 (SB3)
1612 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 7 1.25 241 (6) 15−1268 0.01 0.87 × 0.66 0.75 (SB4)
1613 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 8 1.25 241 (6) 15−1268 0.01 0.71 × 0.56 0.63 (SB4)
1614 2012.1.00173.S HUDF 9 1.25 241 (6) 15−1268 0.01 1.08 × 0.75 0.9 (SB5)
1615 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 0 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.65 × 0.5 0.57 (SB3)
1616 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 1 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.59 × 0.47 0.52 (SB3)
1617 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 2 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.66 × 0.5 0.57 (SB3)
1618 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 3 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.63 × 0.5 0.56 (SB3)
1619 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 4 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.64 × 0.5 0.56 (SB3)
1620 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 5 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.65 × 0.5 0.57 (SB3)
1621 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 6 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.63 × 0.5 0.56 (SB3)
1622 2013.1.00999.S Abell 2744 7 1.14 263 (6) 15−820 0.06 0.63 × 0.5 0.56 (SB3)
1623 2013.1.00999.S MACSJ0416.1-2403 0 1.14 263 (6) 15−349 0.07 1.53 × 0.85 1.14 (SB6)
1624 2013.1.00999.S MACSJ0416.1-2403 1 1.14 263 (6) 15−349 0.06 1.54 × 0.86 1.15 (SB6)
1625 2013.1.00999.S MACSJ0416.1-2403 2 1.14 263 (6) 15−349 0.06 1.54 × 0.85 1.14 (SB6)
1626 2013.1.00999.S MACSJ0416.1-2403 3 1.14 263 (6) 15−349 0.06 1.5 × 0.86 1.13 (SB6)
1627 2013.1.00999.S MACSJ1149.5+2223 0 1.14 263 (6) 15−349 0.07 1.2 × 1.13 1.16 (SB6)
Notes: (1) ALMA project code. (2) Target name in the initial ALMA observation. (3) Wavelength in the observed frame. (4) Frequency
in the observed frame. (5) Range of the antenna distances. (6) One sigma noise measured after the CLEAN process. (7) Synthesized
beam size (weighting=”natural”). (8) Circularized beam size. Classification of the sub-dataset is presented in the parentheses. † We cut
out the mosaic maps based on the source positions identified in the dirty maps to perform the data analyses (Section 2.2). (The complete
table is available in a machine-readable form in the online journal.)
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Figure 1. Histograms of the circularized beam size (left), the sensitivity (middle), and the frequency in the observed frame (right) for
our ALMA maps. The blue histograms denote our 1627 ALMA maps. The red histograms represent our ALMA maps with the ALL5S
source(s) whose peak pixel value(s) exceeds the 5σ confidence level.
For the single-field data, we process the maps with
the CLEAN algorithm in the following three steps: 1)
identifying peak pixels with the ≥ 50σd level, 2) making
CLEAN boxes with the boxit task for the peak pixels
given in the step 1), and 3) performing the CLEAN al-
gorithm down to the depth of the 3σd level with the nat-
ural weighting in the CLEAN boxes. We repeat 1)-3)
for four times, changing from the 50σd level to the 20σd,
10σd, and 5σd levels in the step 1). We then obtain the
final maps. The process from the dirty maps to the final
maps is referred to as ”CLEAN process”. We define the
1σ noise level of each ALMA map, σf , with the standard
deviation of the pixel values in the residual map.
For the mosaic data, we find that the CLEAN process
cannot be performed due to the large data size. We thus
reduce the data size of the mosaic data, having the fol-
lowing three steps. I) We extract the sources whose peak
flux values exceed the 5σd levels in the dirty maps. Here,
we identify the source positions. II) We select pointings
whose central positions are located within 20′′ from the
source positions. III) We create a new dirty map only
with the uv-visibility from these pointings. Completing
above three steps, we carry out the CLEAN process to
make final maps in the same manner as the single-field
data.
Since our scope is the dust continuum, it is desired
to remove the contamination of atomic and molecular
transition lines in the FIR wavelength. There are two
cases that the FIR lines are included in the channels of
ALMA Band 6/7. First case is that the initial ALMA
data is taken for the FIR lines. In our ALMA data, the
ALMA projects of #2012.1.00076.S, #2013.1.00668.S,
and #2012.1.00523.S are taken for the CO or [C ii] 158
µm lines from high-z star-forming galaxies. For those
of three ALMA data, we remove the line channels if ro-
bust line profiles are identified in the data cubes. Second
case is that the FIR lines are contaminated by chance.
Among the FIR lines, the [C ii] 158 µm line is one of the
brightest FIR lines in the star-forming galaxies (Stacey
et al. 1991), which is potentially contaminated in ALMA
Band 6/7 with the source redshifts at z ∼ 4−7. In fact,
Swinbank et al. (2012) have identified two [C ii] 158 µm
lines from two SMGs at z = 4.42 and z = 4.44 in an
ALMA survey of submillimeter galaxies in the Extended
Chandra Deep Field-South (ALESS) with 126 ALMA
data cubes. This indicates that the [C ii] 158-µm line
contamination is not significant with the chance of ∼
1−2%. Moreover, the flux densities of the [C ii] 158-µm
lines identified in Swinbank et al. (2012) are calculated
to contribute only . 10% of those of the dust continuum.
Therefore, we assume that the second case is negligible
in our statistical results, and do not take it into account
through this paper.
The 1627 final maps of the pointing and mosaic data
achieve angular resolutions of 0.′′18 × 0.′′18−4.′′08 × 1.′′07
and the sensitivities of 0.01−1.4 mJy beam−1 before the
primary beam corrections. We summarize the properties
of the final maps in Table 2. In Figure 1, we also show the
histograms of the circularized beam size, the sensitivity,
and the observed frequency for the final maps.
3. DATA ANALYSIS
3.1. Source Detection
We conduct source extractions for our ALMAmaps be-
fore primary beam corrections with sextractor version
2.5.0 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The source extraction
is carried out in the high sensitivity regions. For the
single-field data, we use the regions with the primary
beam sensitivity greater than 50%. For the mosaic data,
we perform the source extractions where the relative sen-
sitivity to the deepest part of the mosaic map is greater
than 50%.
We identify sources with a positive peak count (Speakobs )
above the 3σf level. We then select only the sources
with Speakobs ≥ 5σf to make a 5σ-peak catalog. We ob-
tain 1034 sources in the 5σ-peak catalog. The details of
these 1034 sources are presented in Table 4. To perform
reliable size measurements, we select 780 sources with
total flux densities (Stotalobs ) above the 10σf level from the
5σf -peak catalog, making a 10σf -total catalog. The total
flux densities are measured with the imfit task in CASA
that carries out the fitting routine with the 2D Gaussian
model on the image plane. We refer the 5σf -peak and
10σf-total catalogs as ”ALL5S” and ”ALL10S”, respec-
tively. The summary of the source catalogs is presented
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Table 3
Our Catalogs
Catalog Name Selection Criteria Source Number
(1) (2) (3)
ALL5S Speak
obs
≥ 5σf 1034
ALL10S Speak
obs
≥ 5σf ∩ S
total
obs ≥ 10σf 780
OC5S ALL5S ∩ optical-NIR counterpart 577
OC10S ALL10S ∩ optical-NIR counterpart 444
OC5S-mmT OC5S ∩ FIR-mm target obs. 131
OC5S-optT OC5S ∩ optical target obs. 446
Notes: (1) Name of our ALMA source catalog. (2) Selection criteria
of the ALMA sources for the catalog (see text). (3) Source number
in the catalog.
in Table 3.
3.2. Flux and Size Measurement
We estimate the flux densities and the sizes for
our 780 objects in ALL10S. We perform uvmultifit
(Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2014) that is a simultaneous fitting
tool for multiple objects on uv-visibility. For the visibil-
ity fitting, we use the flux density and the size measure-
ments obtained by the imfit task as the initial values,
while the source positions are fixed. Here we adopt a
symmetric exponential disk model. Hodge et al. (2016)
estimate the median Se´rsic index n for 15 SMGs as
n = 0.9 ± 0.2, which is close to our assumption of the
exponential disk with n = 1. The fitting result of the
FWHM values are converted to the Re values via the
relation of Re = 0.826 FWHM in the case of n = 1
(MacArthur et al. 2003). Hereafter, the Re values are
referred to as our size measurements. Figure 2 shows
the several examples of our best-fit results with the uv-
multifit task. The flux densities for the rest of the 254
(=1034−780) sources in ALL5S are obtained by the im-
fit task, and we do not estimate the sizes for those of
the 254 sources.
To remove the bad visibility data, we flag the ALL10S
sources by visual inspection on the visibility amplitude
plots such shown in Figure 2. We define flag = 0, 1, and 2
as a source whose fitting result is reliable, tentative, and
bad, respectively. We use only the results with flag = 0
in the following analyses in this paper. In Table 4, we
summarize the flux and size measurements obtained by
the uvmultifit task together with the flag values. For
the sources with flag = 1 and 2, we use the flux densities
that are obtained by the imfit task, and do not include
the size measurement in this paper.
3.3. Simulation and Correction
We investigate the systematics in the flux density and
size measurements with the uvmultifit task for the
ALL10S sources, performing Monte-Carlo simulations for
the flux density and the size measurements. Because the
angular resolution of the ALMA maps may produce dif-
ferent systematics in these measurements, we conduct
the Monte-Carlo simulations based on each sub-dataset
(Table 1).
First, we select one ALMA map from each sub-dataset,
making 10 representative ALMA maps. The representa-
tive ALMA map is randomly selected from the ALMA
maps in which no sources are detected. Second, we cre-
ate 26, 600 artificial sources with the uniform distribu-
tion of the total fluxes in the 5σf − 45σf levels and the
circularized source sizes of 0.′′04 − 3.′′0. We then inject
the artificial sources individually into the uv-visibilities
of each representative ALMA map at random positions
within a 10′′ radius from the centers. Finally, we obtain
the flux densities and sizes of the artificial sources in the
same manner as the flux density and the size measure-
ments for the real sources. Figure 3 shows two example
results of the input and output values of the flux density
and the size for the sub-datasets of SB1 and SB7.
As shown in Figure 3, we find that the output values of
both flux density and size well recover the input values
within the 1σ uncertainty. However, we also find that
output values have a slight offset from the input values
in some sub-datasets, which suggests that we need the
corrections for the output values.
To carry out the corrections for the flux density and
size measurements, we model the input values of the flux
density and the size in Figure 3 as a function of output
value,
Sin=A0 × Sout +A1, (2)
Re, in=B0 ×Re, out +B1, (3)
where Sout (Sin) and FWHMout (FWHMin) are the out-
put (input) values of the flux density and the size, respec-
tively. A0, A1, B0, and B1 are the free parameters. In the
model fitting, we divide our simulation results into three
bins with the output peak signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
5−10, 10−20, and 20−30. In Figure 3, we plot the best-
fit models for these three peak SNR bins. Based on the
peak SNR of each source and those of the best-fit mod-
els, we correct the values of the flux density and the size
for the ALL10S sources. For the bright ALL10S sources
with the peak SNR > 30, we use the best-fit model result
of the peak SNR = 20 − 30. Table 4 lists the values of
the flux density and the size after the corrections.
3.4. Comparison with Previous Measurements
To investigate the potential systematics in our
method, we compare our flux and size measure-
ments with the previous ALMA results in the
literature (Ikarashi et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015;
Tadaki et al. 2016; Barro et al. 2016; Hodge et al. 2016;
Rujopakarn et al. 2016; Gonza´lez-Lo´pez et al. 2017).
Figure 4 presents our flux and size measurements and
the previous ALMA results. For a fair comparison, the
size values obtained in the previous ALMA results are
converted into the Re values. In Figure 4, our flux
measurements show a good agreement with the previous
ALMA results in the wide flux range. Our size mea-
surements are also consistent with the majority of the
previous ALMA results within the ∼ 1−2 σ errors, and
no systematic offsets are identified in the size compari-
son. Although the scatter in the size comparison seems
to be larger than that in the flux comparison, the large
scatter indicates that the size measurement is sensitive to
the way of measurements, the assumptions of the model
profile, the parameter range, and the initial values in the
fitting process. Therefore, we conclude that both of our
flux and size measurements are consistent with the pre-
vious ALMA results, and not biased by any systematics.
3.5. Selection and Measurement Completeness
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Table 4
Examples of the 5σ-peak catalog (ALL5S)
Source ID R.A. Dec. λobs SN
peak Speak
obs
Simfitpb S
uv.fit
pb S
uv.fit
corr R
uv.fit
e,obs R
uv.fit
e,crr flag offset zphot H-mag
(J2000) (J2000) (mm) (mJy/beam) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (′′) (mag)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
1 150.203888 2.50107 0.87 5.6 1.13 ± 0.2 2.22 ± 0.39 − − − − − − − −
2 150.192612 2.219835 0.87 17.5 3.61 ± 0.21 5.51 ± 0.21 5.23 ± 0.66 4.32 ± 0.55 0.23 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.04 2 − − −
3 149.882294 2.507151 0.87 9.3 1.92 ± 0.21 3.85 ± 0.35 3.66 ± 0.84 3.16 ± 0.73 0.13 ± 0.07 0.14 ± 0.08 2 0.03 2.38 23.1
4 150.028015 2.43566 0.87 5.2 0.68 ± 0.13 0.8 ± 0.15 − − − − − − − −
5 150.064514 2.32913 0.87 9.6 1.24 ± 0.13 1.33 ± 0.13 1.33 ± 0.28 1.15 ± 0.24 0.09± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.08 1 − − −
6 150.092575 2.398174 0.87 9.1 1.22 ± 0.13 1.68 ± 0.15 1.61 ± 0.37 1.4 ± 0.32 0.11 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.08 0 − − −
7 150.104691 2.243663 0.87 6.5 0.6 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.09 − − − − − − − −
8 150.018112 2.34992 0.87 25.6 2.38 ± 0.09 3.94 ± 0.14 4.02 ± 0.36 3.74 ± 0.33 0.14 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.02 0 0.09 2.27 28.3
9 150.373688 2.112025 0.87 5.5 0.5 ± 0.09 0.46 ± 0.09 − − − − − 0.13 -98.99 20.7
10 149.957428 2.028263 0.87 9.1 0.87 ± 0.1 1.37 ± 0.13 1.39 ± 0.34 1.2 ± 0.29 0.16 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.08 0 − − −
Note. — (1) Wavelength in the observed frame. (2) Peak SNR in the ALMA maps before primary beam correction. (3) Peak value in the ALMA maps before primary beam
correction. (4) Integrated flux density measured with the IMFIT task after primary beam correction. (5) Integrated flux density measured with the UVMULTIFIT task after primary
beam correction. (6) Integrated flux density measured with the UVMULTIFIT task after the corrections of the primary beam and the Monte-Carlo simulation. (7) FWHM of the
source size obtained with the UVMULTIFIT task. (8) FWHM of the source size derived with the UVMULTIFIT task after the correction of the Monte-Carlo simulation. (9) Flag
for the reliability of the UVMULTIFIT fitting. (10) Offset between the centers of the ALMA source and the optical-NIR counterpart in unit of arcsecond. (11) Photometric redshift
of the optical-NIR counterpart. (12) H-band AB magnitude of the optical-NIR counterpart.
(The complete table is available in a machine-readable form in the online journal.)
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Figure 2. Examples of the best-fit result of the uvmultifit task for ALL10S sources in the sub-datasets of SB1−SB9 on the uv-visibility.
The black points denote the visibility amplitudes obtained from our ALMA data. The red dots indicate our best-fit results with the
exponential disk model. Because there are no ALL10S sources with flag = 0 (reliable) in SB10, we do not show the example of the best-fit
result of SB10.
SB1 SB7
SNR      :   5 - 10
SNR      : 10 - 20
SNR      : 20 - 30
peak 
peak 
peak 
SB1 SB7
Figure 3. Relationship between input and output values of the flux density (left) and size (right) in two sub-datasets of SB1 and SB7, as
for example. The black, blue, and red circles (curves) indicate the values (the best-fit functions) of the samples with the output peak SNR
ranges of 5−10, 10−20, and 20−30, respectively. In the left panel, the flux density of the input and output values are normalized by σf . In
the right panel, the open squares indicate the output size measurements that are below the reliable size measurement limits (Section 3.4).
We do not include the open squares for the fitting.
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Figure 4. Flux (top) and size (bottom) comparison between our
measurements and the previous ALMA results in the literature.
The abscissa and ordinate axes provide our measurements (Sour,
Re(our)) and the previous ALMA results (Spre., Re(pre.)), respec-
tively, with black squares (H16; Hodge et al. 2016), triangles (I15;
Ikarashi et al. 2015), sideways triangles (S15; Simpson et al. 2015),
diamonds, (T16; Tadaki et al. 2016), stars (B16; Barro et al.
2016), crosses (G17; Gonza´lez-Lo´pez et al. 2017), and inverse tri-
angles (R16; Rujopakarn et al. 2016). For the gravitationally
lensed sources in HFF, we use the flux and size measurements be-
fore the lensing correction in the comparison.
We examine the selection and measurement complete-
nesses for the ALL10S sources. Figure 5 shows the
ALL10S sources in the 10 sub-datasets of SB1−SB10 on
the flux density and size plane.
We evaluate the selection completeness, performing the
selection procedures same as those of ALL10S based on
the Monte-Carlo simulation results (Section 3.3). The
background gray scale in Figure 5 denotes the selection
completenesses of the 10 representative ALMA maps. In
Figure 5, there are two kinds of the selection incom-
pletenesses. The first incompleteness is caused by one of
ALL10S criteria, Stotalobs ≥ 10σf (Table 3). Figure 5 shows
the first incompleteness in the vertical region at the faint
end. The second incompleteness is caused by another cri-
terion of ALL10S, Speakobs ≥ 5σf (Table 3). If a source is
extended, the peak flux of the source does not reach the
criterion especially in the high-resolution ALMA maps.
Thus, the second incompleteness affects the identification
of the extended sources in the high-resolution observa-
tions. In Figure 5, the second incompleteness is shown
in the diagonal region in each panel. Even with these two
types of incompletenesses, our ALMA sources are placed
in the parameter space with the selection completeness
of & 60%.
We next investigate the measurement completeness. A
small size of the synthesized beam, θbeam, enables us to
measure a compact source size. Moreover, if a source is
bright, we can measure the small size accurately. In fact,
the reliable size measurement limit with an interferome-
ter, θmin, is calculated as
θmin = β
( λc
2S2
)1/4
× θbeam, (4)
where S is the SNR of the averaged visibilities, β is a
coefficient that typically takes the value in the range of
0.5 − 1.0 weakly depending on the spatial distribution
of the telescopes, and λc is related to the probability
cutoff for a false size-detection (Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2012).
We cannot obtain the reliable size measurements for the
compact and/or faint sources in the low-resolution ob-
servations. In Figure 5, the hatched areas show the re-
gions in which the size values are below the reliable size
measurement limit. The SB2−SB8 panels show that the
source distributions overlap the hatched area, where the
measurement completeness is not satisfied.
To select the sources that are not biased by the se-
lection nor measurement completenesses, we define the
completeness threshold in each sub-dataset. In Figure 5,
the red shades represent the areas below the complete-
ness thresholds. We use the completeness thresholds to
verify the FIR size−luminosity relation in Section 4.2.
3.6. Optical and NIR Counterpart
We search the optical-NIR counterparts for the ALL5S
and the ALL10S sources. Table 5 summarizes the H-
band limiting magnitudes of the optical-NIR source cat-
alogs of HUDF, HFF, COSMOS, SXDS, and GOODS-S
that are used in this study. Recent studies with ALMA
and HST have reported two types of the offsets be-
tween the ALMA and optical-NIR source centers. One
is the intrinsic offset of ∼ 0.′′4 between the rest-frame
FIR and UV-optical emission (Chen et al. 2015). The
other is the astrometric uncertainty of HST in GOODS-S
(Dunlop et al. 2017; Rujopakarn et al. 2016, see also Sec-
tion 5.3), which we apply the corrections of ∆α = −80
mas and ∆δ = +260 mas (Rujopakarn et al. 2016) for the
optical-NIR source centers. Since no one knows whether
other fields also have the astrometric uncertainty same
as GOODS-S, we do not apply this astrometry correc-
tion to the optical-NIR sources in other fields. Taking
these potential offsets into account, we define the optical-
NIR counterparts as the optical-NIR sources that locate
within a search radius of 1.′′0 from our ALMA source cen-
ters. If there exist several optical-NIR objects within the
search radius of 1.′′0, we regard the nearest one as the
optical-NIR counterpart. We identify a total of 577 and
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Figure 5. Selection and measurement completeness for the ALL10S sources in the 10 sub-datasets of SB1−SB10. The background gray
scale denotes the selection completeness, which is defined with the color bar shown on the right-hand side. The dashed lines represent
the limits of the reliable size measurements θmin. For the θmin estimates from Equation 4, we adopt β = 0.75 and λc = 3.84 for a 2σ
cutoff, and assume that S corresponds to the ratio of the total flux density to the pixel noise. The hatched areas show the regions where
the measurements are not reliable. The red circles show the ALL10S sources with the flux density and the size measurements after the
corrections. The red shades indicate the areas below the completeness thresholds (see text).
444 optical-NIR counterparts in ALL5S and the ALL10S
that are referred to as ”OC5S” and ”OC10S”, respec-
tively. The OC5S and the OC10S catalogs are presented
in Table 3. We take the values of zphot and H-band mag-
nitude from the optical source catalogs in Table 4, and
estimate the spatial offset between the source centers in
our ALMA maps and the optical catalogs. The LFIR
values is calculated with a modified black body following
the analytical expression,
LFIR = 4piD
2
L
S(νobs)
νβ0B(ν0, Td)
2h
c2
(
kTd
h
)4+βΓ(4 + β)ζ(4 + β), (5)
where h and k are Planck and Boltzmann constant, re-
spectively, c is the light velocity, ν0 and νrest are the
rest- and observed-frame frequency, respectively, S is the
observed-flux density, DL is the luminosity distance, B,
Γ, ζ are the black body, the Gamma, and the Riemann
zeta function, respectively, β is the spectral index, and
Td is the dust temperature. Here, we assume β = 1.8
(e.g., Chapin et al. 2009, Planck Collaboration 2011) and
Td = 35 K (e.g., Kova´cs et al. 2006; Coppin et al. 2008),
and take the cosmic microwave background (CMB) effect
(da Cunha et al. 2013) into account. Table 4 summarize
zphot, spatial offset, H-band, and LFIR.
Note that our ALMA sources identified behind the
HFF clusters are gravitationally lensed. For these lensed
ALMA sources, we use the intrinsic Re(FIR), LFIR, and
H-band magnitudes estimated by dividing the observed
values with the magnification factors that are obtained
from Castellano et al. (2016). For the other ALMA
sources identified in the fields, we assume that the con-
tamination of the lensed sources is negligible, because
Simpson et al. (2016) show that the contamination of the
potential lensed sources is ∼ 8%. We examine the effect
of the potential lensed sources to our results in Section
4.2.
Table 5
Optical Catalog Summary
Field Catalog Reference Detection Limit (ap.)
(1) (2) (3)
SXDS Santini et al. (2015) H < 27.5 (0.′′2)
GOODS-S Wide Santini et al. (2015) H < 27.4 (0.′′17)
GOODS-S Deep Santini et al. (2015) H < 28.2 (0.′′17)
HUDF Santini et al. (2015) H < 29.7 (0.′′17)
COSMOS Wide a Ilbert et al. (2013) H < 23.9 (2.′′0)†
COSMOS Deep b Momcheva et al. (2016) H < 26.4 (1.′′0)††
HFF Castellano et al. (2016) H <28.5−29.0 (0.′′35)
Notes: (1) Field name. (2) Optical-NIR catalog that is used in our
optical-NIR counterpart identification. (3) Optical-NIR source 5σ
detection limit. The aperture size is presented in the parentheses.
† The catalog is constructed with a detection image from the sum
of the UltraVISTA DR1 Y JHKs images, where the 5σ detection
limit of the H-band image is H < 23.9 in a 2.′′0 aperture. ††The
catalog is constructed with the HST JH-band that has the 5σ
detection limit of JH < 26.0 in a 1.′′0 aperture.
aCOSMOS field overlapped with 3D-HST.
bCOSMOS field not overlapped with 3D-HST.
3.7. Our Sample on the SFR−Mstar plane
We examine the star-formation properties of our
ALMA sources. Figure 6 presents the stellar mass
(Mstar) − star formation rate (SFR) relation for the
OC5S sources. For comparison, Figure 6 also displays
the 3D-HST sources whose SFR and Mstar values are
estimated in Momcheva et al. (2016).
For our ALMA sources, the Mstar values are obtained
from the optical source catalogs in Table 5. In this pa-
per, we assume the Chabrier (2003) initial mass func-
tion (IMF). To obtain the Chabrier IMF values of Mstar,
we divide the Salpeter (1955) IMF values that are used
in Castellano et al. (2016) by a factor of 1.8. The SFR
values are estimated from the sum of the dust obscured
(SFRIR) and un-obscured (SFRUV) star-formation rates,
and given by
SFR = SFRUV + SFRIR. (6)
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The SFRUV and SFRIR values are calculated with the
fomulae of Murphy et al. (2011),
SFRUV=4.42× 10−44LUV(erg s−1), (7)
SFRIR=3.88× 10−44LFIR(erg s−1). (8)
Note that the different detection limits in our ALMA
maps (Speakobs ≥ 5σf) produces the different limits of the
SFRIR values. We calculate the SFRIR limit of each
ALMA map by Equation 8, where the LFIR value is esti-
mated in the same manner as Section 3.6 from the ALMA
detection limit. In Figure 6, the background gray-scale
corresponds to the fraction of our ALMA maps whose
SFRIR limits are below the SFR values on the ordinate
axis, referred to as ”ALMA data completeness”.
In Figure 6, most of our ALMA sources fall in the
ranges of Mstar ∼ 1010 − 1011.5M⊙ and SFR ∼ 100 −
1000M⊙yr
−1. Due to the ALMA data completeness,
our ALMA sources are limited by the SFR values, which
indicates that our ALMA sources are not the complete
sample at a fixed Mstar.
To investigate the star-formation mode of our ALMA
sources, we compare the specific SFR (≡ SFR/Mstar;
sSFR) of our ALMA sources with the main sequence
in four redshift bins of z = 0−1, 1−2, 2−4, and 4−6.
We define the starbursts as the sources with sSFR over
a factor of 4 larger than that of the main sequence
(Rodighiero et al. 2011). The sSFR value of the main se-
quence is calculated by the median sSFR value of the 3D-
HST sources in each redshift bin. We find that ∼100%,
∼ 58%, ∼49%, and ∼26% of our ALMA sources are
classified as the starbursts at z = 0−1, 1−2, 2−4, and
4−6, respectively. With the redshift bins all together,
the starburst fraction is ∼52%. The decreasing trend
of the starburst fraction toward high redshifts indicates
that the massive sources on the main-sequence are also
detected above the SFRIR limits at the high redshifts.
This is because the SFR values of the main sequence are
increased at high redshifts. The starburst fraction and
the trend are generally consistent with the ALESS result
that shows the starburst fraction of ∼ 49% and 27% at
z = 1.5−2.5 and 2.5−4.5, respectively (da Cunha et al.
2015). Therefore, we conclude that our ALMA sources
are the general population of the dusty starbursts similar
to the ALESS sample, having the half of them are the
starbursts, while the rest of half are the high-mass end
of the main sequence.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Redshift Distribution
We estimate the redshift distribution for our ALMA
sources, and verify the potential bias of the target se-
lection in the initial ALMA observations by comparing
the redshift distributions. In this analysis, we divide the
OC5S sources into two types of the sources. The sources
whose central targets in the initial ALMA observations
are selected in the FIR-mm and optical-NIR bands are
referred to as ”OC5S-mmT” and ”OC5S-optT”, respec-
tively. We also regard the sources as OC5S-mmT, if the
initial ALMA observation is the blind survey. On the
other hand, if the central target selection include the
redshift properties even based on the FIR-mm bands,
we classify the sources as OC5S-optT. We assume that
OC5S-mmT is not biased by the target selection in the
Figure 6. Mstar−SFR relation at z = 0−6. The red and blue
circles denote the OC5S and the 3D-HST sources, respectively. The
background gray-scale represents the completeness of the ALMA
data depending on the flux density limits that correspond to SFRs
by Equation 8.
initial ALMA observations. We summarize the source
number in the new catalogs of OC5S-mmT and OC5S-
optT in Table 3.
First, we derive the redshift distribution with the
OC5S-mmT sources. In the left and middle panels of
Figure 7, the redshift distributions are plotted in three
bins of LFIR and two bins of ALMA Band 6/7, respec-
tively. We perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-
test) to investigate whether the redshift distributions of
our ALMA sources are changed by LFIR or ALMA Band
6/7. The result of the KS-test suggests that we cannot
rule out the possibility that the redshift distributions are
produced from the same parent sample in the both cases.
We thus conclude that neither LFIR nor ALMA Band
6/7 significantly affect the redshift distribution for the
ALMA sources. The median redshift is estimated to be
zmed = 2.36, which is consistent with the previous re-
sults of the blind submm/mm surveys (Chapman et al.
2005; Yun et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2014; Dunlop et al.
2017).
Second, we also derive the redshift distribution of
the OC5S-optT sources to test whether the OC5S-optT
sources are biased by the target selection in the initial
ALMA observations. The right panel of Figure 7 shows
the redshift distributions of the OC5S-mmT and OC5S-
optT sources. We perform the KS-test for these two
redshift distributions. The result of the KS-test sug-
gests that we cannot reject the possibility that these
two redshift distributions are made from the same par-
ent sample. The median redshift of the OC5S-optT
sources is estimated to be z = 2.15 that is almost same
as zmed = 2.36 obtained from the OC5S-mmT sources.
The little difference of the redshift properties between
the OC5S-mmT and OC5S-optT sources implies that the
OC5S-optT sources are not biased by target selection in
the initial ALMA observations. Therefore, we use both
OC5S-mmT and OC5S-optT in the following analyses
with zmed = 2.36 except for Section 5.5.
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Figure 7. Normalized redshift distribution of the OC5S sources. The source number in each sub-sample is presented in the parentheses.
Left: The red, green, and blue histograms denote the samples with the LFIR ranges of LFIR > 5 × 10
12 L⊙, LFIR = 1 − 5 × 10
12 L⊙,
and LFIR < 1 × 10
12 L⊙, respectively. The color arrows indicate the median redshifts of the three samples. Middle: The red and blue
histograms present the samples of ALMA Band 6 and 7, respectively. The color arrows show the median redshifts of the two samples.
Right: Redshift distribution of OC5S-mmT (solid histogram) and OC5S-optT (dashed histogram). The filled (open) arrow denotes the
median redshift of OC5S-mmT (OC5S-optT).
4.2. FIR Size and Luminosity Relation
Before we investigate the Re(FIR) and LFIR relation, we
perform two tests to verify whether there exist potential
biases in the Re(FIR) and LFIR measurements our ALMA
sources.
First, we examine whether there is a difference between
OC10S and ALL10S on the Re(FIR)−LFIR plane. In the
top panel of Figure 8, we show the Re(FIR) estimates as
a function of LFIR for the ALL10S and OC10S sources
with the black and red circles, respectively. To calcu-
late the Re(FIR) and LFIR values for the ALL10S and
OC10S sources, we assume that all of the sources re-
side at zmed = 2.36 (Section 4.1). To evaluate the dis-
tributions of the ALL10S and OC10S sources, we fit a
power-law function to the Re(FIR) and LFIR values. The
power-law function is defined as
Re(FIR) = R0
(LFIR
L0
)αIR
, (9)
where R0 and α
FIR are free parameters. The R0 value
presents the effective radius at a luminosity of L0. We
select the L0 value to the best-fit Schechter parameter
L∗ at z ∼ 3. For the fitting, we adopt the completeness
thresholds (Section 3.5) to select the ALMA sources that
are not biased neither by the selection nor measurement
completeness. In Figure 8, open and filled red circles rep-
resent our ALMA sources below and above the complete-
ness thresholds, respectively. We use our ALMA sources
above the completeness thresholds alone in the following
analyses in this paper. We estimate the 1σ-error range
of the power-law function by the perturbation method
(Curran 2014). We generate 1000 data sets of the Re(FIR)
and LFIR for the ALL10S and OC10S sources based on
the random perturbations following the Gaussian distri-
bution whose sigma is defined by the observational er-
rors. We obtain 1000 best-fit power-law functions for
the 1000 data sets. We define the error of the power-
law function as the range of 68% distribution for the
Re(FIR) values in the 1000 best-fit power-law functions.
We refer this process to evaluate the 1σ-error range as
the perturbation method. In the top panel of Figure 8,
the black and red shades denote the estimated 1σ-error
ranges of the power-law functions for the ALL10S and
OC10S sources, respectively. We find that the red shade
shows a agreement with the black shade, suggesting that
there is no significant difference in the distributions be-
tween the ALL10S and OC10S sources. We thus conclude
that the OC10S sources generally represent the ALL10S
sources. Because the ALL10S sources with no optical-
NIR counterparts do not allow us to examine the phys-
ical properties, we investigate the OC10S sources alone
with the individual photometric redshifts in the following
analyses in this subsection.
Second, we test whether our assumption of the sin-
gle dust temperature, Td = 35 K, makes a bias on
the Re(FIR)−LFIR plane. Symeonidis et al. (2013) re-
port that Td has a positive correlation with LFIR for the
Herschel-selected galaxies at 0.1 < z < 2. We esti-
mate the LFIR values with the Td−LFIR relation for the
OC10S sources, and compare the source distribution on
the Re(FIR)−LFIR plane to that obtained with Td = 35
K. For evaluating the Td−LFIR relation, we model Td as
a function of LFIR with a linear function,
Td = C0 log(LFIR) + C1, (10)
where C0 and C1 are the free parameters. Note that
it is not clear that Herschel- and ALMA-selected
galaxies have the same Td−LFIR relation, because the
wavelength coverage of ALMA Band 6/7 is sensitive to
the galaxies with the dust temperatures colder than that
of Herschel does at a fixed LFIR (e.g., Simpson et al.
2016). We thus evaluate the Td−LFIR relation with
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Figure 8. Comparison of the FIR size−luminosity relations. The
filled and open circles indicate our ALMA sources above and below
the completeness thresholds (Section 3.5), respectively. Top: The
red and black circles represent the OC10S and ALL10S sources,
respectively. For the RFIR and LFIR estimates, we assume that all
of the OC10S and ALL10S sources reside at zmed = 2.36. Bottom:
The red and black circles denote the OC10S sources whose LFIR
values are derived with the assumptions of Td = 35 K and the
Td−LFIR relation (see text), respectively.
Herschel-selected galaxies in Symeonidis et al. (2013),
b) fixing the C0 value of the best-fit linear function
obtained in a), and c) fitting the linear function with the
fixed C0 to the ALMA-selected galaxies whose Td and
LFIR values are well determined with Herschel+ALMA
bands in Swinbank et al. (2014) and Simpson et al.
(2016). We then obtain the Td and LFIR values from
our best estimate of the Td−LFIR relation and Equation
5. In the bottom panel of Figure 8, we show the
OC10S sources whose LFIR values are estimated from
the Td−LFIR relation and Td = 35 K with the black
and red circles, respectively. The color shades denote
the 1σ-error ranges of the power-law functions for the
Re(FIR) and LFIR values obtained by the perturbation
method, which shows that the power-law functions
are consistent within the 1σ errors. We thus conclude
that our assumption of Td = 35 K does not produce
the significant systematics on the Re(FIR)−LFIR plane.
Because the evaluation and the application processes
of the Td−LFIR relation may contain the systematics
in the LFIR estimates rather than the assumption of
the single dust temperature, we adopt the LFIR values
estimated by Td = 35 K in the following analyses.
Figure 9 shows our best estimates of the Re(FIR)−LFIR
relation with the red circles. In Figure 9, our ALMA
sources fall in the range of Re(FIR) ∼ 0.3 − 5 kpc. From
Equation 8 and the assumption of the uniform surface
density with Re(FIR), the SFR surface densities ΣSFR
of our ALMA sources are estimated to be ∼ 8−800
M⊙/yr/kpc
2.
We compare our Re(FIR) estimates to previous ALMA
results. In Figure 9, we show the previous ALMA re-
sults of the FIR size studies with various symbols. The
black symbols denote the high-resolution (0.′′16−0.′′3) ob-
servations for the SMGs at z & 2 (Ikarashi et al. 2015;
Simpson et al. 2015; Hodge et al. 2016). The FIR size
for the SMGs are estimated to be Re(FIR) ∼ 0.3 − 3.0
kpc. The green symbols represent the results of the
deep observations for one blank field of HUDF and three
gravitational lensing clusters of HFF (Rujopakarn et al.
2016; Gonza´lez-Lo´pez et al. 2017). These deep observa-
tions explore the FIR size measurements for the fainter
sources than SMGs. The typical FIR sizes of these faint
sources are estimated to be Re(FIR) ∼ 1.5 − 2.0 kpc.
The optically-selected galaxies with blue symbols are also
examined for the FIR size properties. Lindroos et al.
(2016) estimate the FIR sizes by the uv-stacking method
for the star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2. The stack-
ing result shows the typical FIR sizes of Re(FIR) ∼
2.5 kpc. Tadaki et al. (2016) and Barro et al. (2016)
conduct the ALMA observations for massive (Mstar ∼
1010.5−11.5M⊙) star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.5, and re-
port the rest-frame FIR size range of Re(FIR) = 0.3− 4.0
kpc.
These results of the previous studies indicate that the
Re(FIR) − LFIR relation has a large scatter. In Figure 9,
we find that ourRe(FIR) and ΣSFR estimates are generally
consistent with the previous studies within the scatter.
We next evaluate the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation. We di-
vide our sample into four redshift samples of z = 0−1,
1−2, 2−4, and 4−6. Spearman’s rank test is used to ex-
amine the correlation between Re(FIR) and LFIR. We find
that there exist positive correlations between Re(FIR) and
LFIR with ∼90−98% significance levels in the four red-
shift samples. With the redshift samples all together, the
significance level becomes >99%. To estimate the slope
of the positive correlation, we fit the power-law function
of Equation 9 to the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation. We esti-
mate the αFIR value from the redshift sample of z = 2−4
that has the largest source number among the redshift
samples. We obtain αFIR = 0.23 ± 0.07. With the red-
shift samples all together, the αFIR value is estimated
to be 0.28 ± 0.07, suggesting that αFIR is ∼ 0.2 − 0.3
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Figure 9. FIR size−luminosity relation of our best estimates with OC10S representing ALL10S (see text). The red filled and open
circles are the OC10S sources above and below the completeness thresholds (Section 3.5), respectively. The shade region indicates 1σ
uncertainty range of the best-fit power-law function that is calculated by the perturbation method. In the power-law fitting, we do not
include the OC10S sources shown with the open circles. The black dashed lines denote the constant surface SFR density ΣSFR =10, 100,
and 1000 M⊙/yr/kpc2 estimated from Equation 8 and the assumption of the uniform surface density with Re(FIR). Other symbols denote
the previous ALMA results in the same assignment as Figure 4, except for the blue pentagons (L16; Lindroos et al. 2016). The symbol
colors indicate that the types in the initial ALMA observations of the submm/mm bands selected target (black), the optical/NIR bands
selected target (blue), and the blind survey (green).
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αFIR = 0.28 ± 0.07. Note that we obtain the αFIR value
that is consistent with the fiducial value within the error,
if we perform the power-law fitting for the redshift sam-
ples all together with no completeness thresholds. We
also confirm that the αFIR value is unchanged from the
fiducial value within the error, if we adopt another fitting
model with the Se´rsic index different from n = 1 in the
size measurements in Section 3.2.
To test the influence by the AGNs, the gravitationally
lensed sources, and the potentially low quality data in
early ALMA cycles, we also derive the Re(FIR) − LFIR
relation without these sources. For the AGN iden-
tifications, we cross-match the OC10S sources with
the X-ray AGNs in the literature (Ueda et al. 2008;
Xue et al. 2011; Civano et al. 2012). If the OC10S
sources correspond to the central target AGNs in the
initial ALMA observations, we also classify these OC10S
sources as AGNs. For the lensed sources, we regard the
OC10S sources as the potential lensed sources, if the
optical-NIR counterparts of the OC10S sources have
the photometric redshifts at z ≤ 1. This is because
the lensed sources typically have the lensing pairs at
z ≤1 (e.g., Simpson et al. 2016; Sonnenfeld et al. 2017).
For the data in early ALMA cycles, we assume the
all of the ALMA data in cycle 0/1 as the potentially
low-quality data. Figure 10 presents the Re(FIR) − LFIR
relations for the OC10S sources without the AGNs,
the potential lensed sources, the potentially low-quality
data of ALMA cycle 0/1 with the blue, green, and
black shades, respectively, that are obtained from the
perturbation method. For comparison, we also show
our best estimate of the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation with
the red hatched region. In Figure 10, we find that our
best estimate of the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation is consistent
with any of these three cases within the errors. We thus
conclude that the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation is unchanged
by the contaminations of the AGNs, the lensed sources,
and the early ALMA cycles. Interestingly, in Figure
10, we also find that the X-ray AGNs are likely to be
placed at the region where the ΣSFR values are higher
than the general values of the other ALMA sources.
Although there remain the uncertainties such as the
LFIR measurements and the completeness of the X-ray
source catalogs, it may indicate that the high ΣSFR
values are related to the fueling mechanism of the AGNs.
We compare the αFIR value with that of UV wave-
length, αUV. One of the most extensive UV size study is
performed by Shibuya et al. (2015) with ∼ 190, 000 star-
forming galaxies at z = 0−8 from deep HST images. This
comprehensive study obtain the αUV value to be 0.27 ±
0.01. Our estimate of αFIR = 0.28 ± 0.07 shows a good
agreement with the αUV measurement. We discuss the
physical origins of this αFIR value in Section 5.1.
We also investigate the redshift evolution of the
Re(FIR) − LFIR relation. Because the source number is
not enough in the redshift sample of z = 0−1, here we
use the redshift samples of z = 1−2, 2−4, and 4−6. To
overcome the small statistics in the individual redshift
samples, we fix the αFIR value to estimate the R0 val-
ues for all of the redshift samples. Figure 11 shows the
best-fit functions and the associated 1σ errors with solid
lines and the shade regions, respectively. For compari-
son, the 1σ-error region of z = 1−2 sample is presented
Figure 10. Comparison of the FIR size−luminosity relations.
The red circles present the OC10S sources in the same assignment
as Figure 9. The blue, green, and black shade regions denote the
1σ uncertainty range of the best-fit Re(FIR)−LFIR relation for the
OC10S sources without the AGNs (blue squares), potential lensed
sources (green diamonds), and the data in ALMA cycles 0/1 (black
inner circles), respectively, that are estimated by the perturbation
method. The red hatched region represents the 1σ uncertainty
range of the best-fit Re(FIR)−LFIR relation that is shown in Fig-
ure 9. The dashed lines are the constant surface SFR density in
the same assignment as Figure 9.
in all of the redshift panels. We find that the best-fit R0
values are tend to decrease toward high redshift. This
trend is also consistent with that of the rest-frame UV
and optical studies (e.g., Shibuya et al. 2015).
Note that the CMB effect may produce a bias
in the Re(FIR) measurements towards high redshifts
(Zhang et al. 2016). To test whether the decreasing
trend is contributed by the CMB effect, we compare the
Re(FIR) values between the sources identified in ALMA
Band 6 and Band 7 in the redshift sample of z = 4−6.
This is because ALMA Band 6 is sensitive to the CMB
effect more than Band 7, especially at z > 4. We find
that there is no significant difference in the Re(FIR) val-
ues between ALMA Band 6 and Band 7, indicating that
the CMB effect is negligible in our results.
5. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the physical origins of the
dusty starbursts based on the properties in the rest-frame
FIR, optical, and the UV wavelengths.
5.1. Slope of FIR Size and Luminosity Relation
Here we discuss the physical origins of the slope of
αFIR = 0.28 ± 0.07 that is obtained in our rest-frame
FIR study of the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation. In the
rest-frame UV and optical studies, the size−mass rela-
tion shows the different power-law slopes in the star-
forming and the compact quiescent galaxies. (e.g.,
Shen et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2013; van der Wel et al.
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Figure 11. Redshift evolution of the rest-frame FIR size−luminosity relation for the OC10S sources at z = 1−6. The colors indicate the
redshift ranges described at the bottom right of each panel. The solid lines and the shade regions present the best-fit power law functions
and the associated 1σ errors, respectively. In the power law function fitting, the αFIR vlaue of each redshift is fixed to αFIR = 0.28 that is
the best-fit value form the redshift samples all together.
2014; van Dokkum et al. 2015). For the star-forming
galaxies, the power-law slope is estimated to be ∼
0.2 − 0.3 that is consistent with the predictions from
the disk formation models (Shen et al. 2003; Huang et al.
2013; van der Wel et al. 2014). For the compact qui-
escent galaxies, the relatively steep power-law slope of
∼ 0.5 − 0.7 is obtained, which can be explained by the
repeated mergers (Shen et al. 2003; van Dokkum et al.
2015). Our best estimate of αFIR shows the good agree-
ment with the rest-frame UV size−luminosity relation for
the star-forming galaxies with αUV = 0.27 ± 0.01 (e.g.,
Huang et al. 2013; Shibuya et al. 2015), suggesting that
the origin of the slope αFIR is also explained by the disk
formation. In fact, Hodge et al. (2016) and Barro et al.
(2016) report that the dusty star-forming galaxies has
the disk-like morphologies in the rest-frame FIR wave-
length. The CO observations support the existence of
the gas disks with the rotating kinematics in the dusty
star-forming galaxies (e.g., Hodge et al. 2012). There-
fore, our result may indicate that our ALMA sources
occur in the disk formation process that makes the slope
of αFIR = 0.28 ± 0.07.
It is worth mentioning that we find no ALMA sources
with ΣSFR > 800M⊙/yr/kpc
2. Based on the balance be-
tween the radiation pressure from the star-formation and
the self-gravitation, Simpson et al. (2015) estimate the
Eddington limit of the SMGs to be ∼ 1000M⊙/yr/kpc2,
which is generally consistent with the maximum ΣSFR
values among our ALMA sources. Although not all of our
ALMA sources are likely to reach the Eddington limit,
the slope of the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation may also be con-
tributed by the Eddington limit.
Note that Lutz et al. (2016) show the negative αFIR
slope in the Re(FIR) − LFIR relation for local (U)LIRGs.
In the local (U)LIRGs, the strong gas compression such
as major mergers is needed to occur the dusty starbursts
due to the low gas fractions (e.g., Casey et al. 2014). The
different mechanisms of the dusty starbursts between lo-
cal and high redshifts probably provides the different
αFIR slopes.
5.2. Sizes in UV, Optical, and FIR
We compare the Re(FIR) values with the Re(UV) and
Re(Opt.) values to investigate the properties of the dusty
starbursts. We perform two approaches for this compar-
ison: the statistical and individual approaches.
First in the statistical approach, we compare the av-
erage Re values in the rest-frame FIR and UV-optical
wavelengths as a function of redshift. For the average
Re(FIR) measurements, we use our best estimates of the
Re(FIR) − LFIR relation at z = 1−2, 2−4, and 4−6, ,
where the LFIR range is defined as LFIR = 10
12−1013L⊙.
The left panel of Figure 12 shows the average Re(FIR)
values as a function of redshift with the 1σ errors. For
comparison, the left panel of Figure 12 also presents the
average values of Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) that are estimated
from the result of Shibuya et al. (2015). The average
values of Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) are obtained by fitting a
function of Bz(1+z)
βz , where Bz and βz are free param-
eters. In the fitting, we use the results for star-forming
galaxies with Mstar = 10
10.5 − 1011M⊙ that is similar
to the Mstar range of our ALMA sources (Section 3.7).
In the left panel of Figure 12, we find that the average
values of Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) are constantly higher than
those of Re(FIR) in the wide redshift range at z = 1− 6.
Second in the individual approach, we carry out direct
comparison of Re between the rest-frame FIR and UV-
optical bands for the individual sources. We cross-match
the OC10S sources with the 3D-HST sources whose Re
values are measured with the HST/J- and H-bands in
van der Wel et al. (2012). In the cross-matching, we only
use the 3D-HST sources with the measurement flag = 0
(reliable) in van der Wel et al. (2012). We identify 53
sources by this cross-matching that are presented in the
right panel of Figure 12. Here, we regard the Re values
estimated in the J-band at z = 2.5− 6 as Re(UV), while
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Figure 12. Left: Redshift evolution of the average values of Re(FIR) (red cycles), Re(UV) (blue shade) and Re(opt.) (green shade) obtain
in this work and the literature (see Section 5.2). The average Re(UV) and Re(opt.) values are estimated from the results of Shibuya et al.
(2015). Right: Rest-frame FIR and UV-optical sizes in the individual galaxies. The filled and open circles present the Re(Opt.) and Re(UV)
values, respectively, in the abscissa axis. The red symbols show the OC10S sources whose Re(Opt.) and/or Re(UV) values are estimated
with flag = 0 (reliable) in van der Wel et al. (2012). The black symbols are given in the results of T16 and B16.
the Re values in the H-band at z = 1− 3 as Re(Opt.).
In the right panel of Figure 12, most of our ALMA
sources fall in the region of Re(FIR) . Re(UV) (Re(Opt.))
within the errors. The trend of the small Re(FIR) value is
consistent with the results of T16 and B16 that are also
presented in the right panel of Figure 12. Although a
few ALMA sources exceptionally have Re(UV) or Re(Opt.)
smaller than Re(FIR) over the errors, the small Re(UV) or
Re(Opt.) values are probably caused by the strong dust
obscuration or the misidentification for the optical-NIR
counterparts. Therefore, we conclude that the Re(FIR)
values are generally smaller than the Re(UV) and Re(Opt.)
values, which is consistent with the result of the first
statistical approach.
Both results of the statistical and individual ap-
proaches suggest that the Re(FIR) values are smaller than
the Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) values. This trend would indi-
cate that the dusty starbursts take place in the compact
regions.
5.3. Size and Stellar Mass Relation
We examine the Re and Mstar relation among the dif-
ferent galaxy populations. Note that here we do not de-
rive the best-fit function of the FIR size−stellar mass
relation for our ALMA sources. This is because our
ALMA sample is not the complete sample at a fixed
stellar mass (Section 3.7). Moreover, the positive FIR
size−luminosity relation implies that the sources with
small FIR sizes are difficult to be detected at a fixed
Mstar due to their faintness, which causes a bias on the
FIR size−stellar mass plane.
Figure 13 presents the Re values in the rest-frame FIR
as a function of Mstar for the OC10S sources with red
circles. For comparison, Figure 13 also shows the Re
values in the rest-frame optical wavelength for the star-
forming and the quiescent galaxies at z = 1−3 with blue
and black circles, respectively. These blue and black cir-
cles are obtained from the HST results (Shibuya et al.
2015) which show the sequence of the quiescent galax-
ies is placed below that of the star-forming galaxies on
the Re−Mstar plane. In Figure 13, we find that the
majority of our ALMA sources fall on the sequence of
the quiescent galaxies. Since the intense star formation
in the dusty starbursts are potentially transformed into
the major part of the stellar mass distribution in the
host galaxies, it may be natural that our ALMA sources
and the quiescent galaxies have the similar Re values
in the rest-frame FIR and optical wavelength, respec-
tively. This connection is consistent with the evolution-
ary scenario of the local elliptical galaxies from the high-z
dusty starbursts through the compact quiescent galax-
ies at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Lilly et al. 1999; Genzel et al. 2003;
Tacconi et al. 2008; Hickox et al. 2012; Toft et al. 2014;
Chen et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015; Barro et al. 2016).
For some of our ALMA sources that are located between
the sequences of the sta-forming and the quiescent galax-
ies, we may witness the transition phase from the star-
forming to the quiescent galaxies under the rapid mass
assembly through the dusty starbursts.
5.4. Spatial Offset between FIR and UV-Optical
Emission
We estimate the offsets between the rest-frame FIR
and UV-optical emission from our ALMA sources. Be-
cause the offset measurements require a high resolution
in the rest-frame UV-optical emission data, we use OC5S
sources that have an optical-NIR counterpart in the 3D-
HST images. We cross-match the OC5S sources with
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Figure 13. Size−stellar mass relation for our ALMA sources and
other galaxy populations. The red open circles present the Re val-
ues in the rest-frame FIR for the OC10S sources. The blue and
black circles denote the Re values in the rest-frame optical wave-
length for the star-forming and quiescent galaxies at z = 1−3,
respectively, in the 3D-HST regions obtained by Shibuya et al.
(2015).
the 3D-HST sources (Momcheva et al. 2016), and iden-
tify 136 OC5S sources that are detected in the deep HST
images. Figure 14 presents the offsets between the cen-
ters of the OC5S sources in the ALMA images and their
optical-NIR counterparts in the HST/H-band images.
In Figure 14, we find that the source distribution
on average shows almost no offset from the center.
The average offset is estimated to be (∆R.A, ∆Dec) =
(−0.′′02,0.′′00) that resides within the typical error scale
of the individual offsets (∼ 0.′′1). In Figure 14, we also
find that the some individual plots show the large scat-
ters from the center with the maximum offset of 0.′′92.
There are two possibilities for the large scatters.
First possibility is the astrometry uncertainty.
Dunlop et al. (2017) report the astrometric uncertainty
of HST that causes a systematic offset of ∼ 0.′′25 between
the ALMA and HST images in GOODS-S. In fact, the
median value of the individual scatters is estimated to be
0.′′24. Although the good agreement between the aver-
age offset and the center in Figure 14 indicates that there
are no similar astrometric uncertainties of HST in other
fields, we cannot rule out the possibility that the part
of the individual scatters is caused by the astrometric
uncertainty.
Second possibility is the intrinsic offset between the
rest-frame FIR and UV-optical emission. About the half
of the sources has the scatters larger than the potential
astrometric uncertainty of 0.′′25. Chen et al. (2015) esti-
mate the typical offset of 0.′′4±0.′′05 with the ALMA and
HST observations for the SMGs, which also indicates the
existence of the intrinsic offsets beyond the astrometric
uncertainty.
In the second case, one interpretation is that the heavy
Figure 14. Spatial offsets between source centers of ALMA and
HST/H-band counterparts. The black circles show the 136 OC5S
sources that are identified in the 3D-HST regions. The typical error
scale is presented at the bottom right. The red cross indicates the
average offset, (∆R.A,∆Dec) = (−0.′′02,0.′′00). The dashed circle
and the shade region denote the median and 16−84th percentiles
of the data distribution, respectively.
dust obscuration causes the offsets between the rest-
frame FIR and UV-optical emission. The rest-frame FIR
emission is produced in the dusty star-bursting area,
while the rest-frame UV-optical emission comes from
the moderate star-forming area with the small amount
of dust. Another interpretation is that we identify the
optical-NIR counterparts that are not physically related
to the ALMA sources. We calculate the probability of
the misidentification due to the chance projection with
the offset range of 0.′′25−0.′′92 whose lower and upper
limits are defined by the astrometric uncertainty and
the maximum offset. Following the calculation method
of Downes et al. (1986), we estimate the P-value of the
chance projection to be ∼ 1% − 13% with the number
density of the H-band sources given in Momcheva et al.
(2016). We then obtain the expected number of the
misidentification ∼ 3 by integrating the P-values. This
suggests that the contribution of the misidentification is
negligible in our statistical result. We thus conclude that
majority of the large scatter over the potential astromet-
ric uncertainty is caused by the intrinsic offset between
the rest-frame FIR and UV-optical emission.
5.5. Do Mergers trigger Dusty Starbursts ?
We test whether our ALMA sources are major merg-
ers based on the rest-frame UV and optical morphology.
To remove the pre-selection bias in the rest-frame UV
and optical bands, here we use the OC5S-mmT sources
whose central targets in the initial ALMA observations
are selected in the submm/mm bands (Section 4.1).
Firstly, we cross-match the OC5S-mmT sources with
the 3D-HST sources (Momcheva et al. 2016). The 3D-
HST sources in the high spatial resolution HST images
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are necessary to perform the homogeneous morphologi-
cal analysis. We identify 56 OC5S-mmT sources in this
process, and Figure 15 shows the false-color HST images
for these 56 OC5S-mmT sources.
Secondly, we classify whether the 56 OC5S-mmT
sources have the major mergers. We regard the OC5S-
mmT sources that have major merger pairs as the major
mergers. We identify the major merger pairs with the
following three steps: i) selecting the optical-NIR ob-
jects that are located within an offset of 2.′′5 from the
OC5S-mmT source centers, ii) removing the optical-NIR
objects with the ∆zphot ≥ 1 from the optical-NIR coun-
terpart of the OC5S-mmT source, and iii) removing the
optical-NIR objects with Mstar less than 10% of that of
the optical-NIR counterpart. We find that 27% (=15/56)
of the OC5S-mmT sources have the major merger pairs.
Because our i)−iii) steps cannot investigate close major
merger pairs within the spatial resolution of HST/H-
band (0.′′18), we refer to these 27% of the OC5S-mmT
sources as ”early/mid-stage major merger”. The rest of
73% (=41/56) of the OC5S-mmT sources are referred to
as ”isolated galaxy”. Note that the radius of 2.′′5 in the
step of i) corresponds to ∼ 20 kpc at z = 2.5 that is used
in Le Fe`vre et al. (2000) to identify the major merger
system. We identify no additional OS5S-mmT sources
that have the major merger pairs with an extended ra-
dius of 6′′ (∼ 50 kpc at z = 2.5), ensuring that we have
not missed any potential major mergers.
Thirdly, we investigate the star-formation modes in the
early/mid-stage major mergers and the isolated galaxies.
The left panel of Figure 16 presents theMstar−SFR plots
of the 56 OC5S-mmT sources. In the right panel of Fig-
ure 16, we show the histograms for the early/mid-stage
major mergers and the isolated galaxies as a function of
∆MS in units of sSFR, where ∆MS is the offset from the
main sequence of the Mstar − SFR relation. The right
panel of Figure 16 indicates that the histogram of the
early/mid-stage major mergers is similar to that of the
isolated galaxies. We perform the KS-test for these two
histograms. The result of the KS-test shows that one
cannot rule out the possibility that the samples of the
early/mid-stage major mergers and the isolated galaxies
are made from the same parent sample.
One explanation for the similar histograms between the
early/mid-stage major mergers and the isolated galaxies
is that the isolated galaxies are dominated by the ma-
jor mergers such as late-stage one. To examine whether
the isolated galaxies have the merger-like morphology,
we cross-match the isolated galaxies with the morphol-
ogy catalog of Huertas-Company et al. (2015) that es-
timate the probabilities of the spheroid, disk, irregular,
compact, and unclassifiable morphologies with the Con-
volutional Neural Network technique. Here, we adopt the
threshold of the irregular probability over 50% to select
the isolated galaxies with the merger-like morphology.
We identify twenty-five isolate galaxies in the morphol-
ogy catalog, and find that only four out of the twenty-five
have the merger-like morphology. Changing the thresh-
old of the irregular probability, we confirm that the frac-
tion of the isolated galaxies with the merger-like mor-
phology is not significantly changed. This suggests that
the isolated galaxies are not dominated by the major
mergers. If we combine our selections of the early/mid-
stage major mergers and the isolated galaxies with the
merger-like morphology, only ∼30−40% of our ALMA
sources are classified as the major mergers. We thus
conclude that the dusty starbursts are triggered not only
by the major mergers but also the other mechanism(s).
Note that the visual-like morphology classi-
fication depends on the spatial resolution. In
Huertas-Company et al. (2015), the morphology
classification is performed with the HST/H-band images
that have the spatial resolution of 0.′′18. In recent ALMA
observations, Iono et al. (2016) and Oteo et al. (2016)
achieve ultra-high resolutions of 0.′′015− 0.′′05. Although
the wavelengths are different in our analysis and in
the recent ALMA observations, it may be possible to
obtain the hints for understanding the dusty starbursts.
The ALMA images with the ultra-high resolutions
reveal that four out of five high-z SMGs have several
∼ 200 − 300 pc scale clumps with the SFR density of
∼ 300 − 3000M⊙yr−1kpc−2 in the central kiloparcsec.
Since the SFR density values correspond to those of the
local major merger of Arp220, the physical origins can
be explained by the major mergers (Iono et al. 2016).
Although the origins of the compact clumps at the
central regions are still under debated (cf. Hodge et al.
2016), there remains the possibility that some of the
isolated galaxies are also resolved into the merger-like
morphologies by future observations with the ultra-high
resolution.
6. SUMMARY
In this paper, we study the statistics of the effec-
tive radius in the rest-frame FIR, Re(FIR), based on
the 1627 deep ALMA maps in Band 6/7 that are open
for public by 2017 July. The sample consists of the
1034 submm/mm continuum sources, which is the largest
ALMA source sample ever made. The 577 optical-NIR
counterparts are identified with the photometric redshifts
at z = 0−6. The redshift distribution shows that there
exists no pre-selection bias by the initial ALMA observa-
tions. Our homogeneous uv-visibility size analyses with
the exponential disk model (n = 1) allow us to mea-
sure the Re(FIR) values for the large sample by the same
technique. Evaluating the selection and the measure-
ment completeness carefully with the Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations, we identify the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation and the
Re(FIR) evolution. Comparing our results with the mor-
phological properties in the rest-frame UV-optical bands,
we discuss the physical origins of the dusty starbursts.
The major findings of this paper are summarized below.
1. Our ALMA sources typically have the SFR values
of ∼ 100−1000M⊙yr−1 and the Mstar values of
∼ 1010−1011.5M⊙. We find that the half of our
ALMA sources are the starbursts, while the rest
of the half are the high-mass end of the main se-
quence. The starburst fraction decreases towards
high redshifts, which is consistent with the ALESS
result.
2. The redshift distribution is not changed by LFIR
nor ALMA Band 6/7. The median redshift is es-
timated to be zmed = 2.36 that is consistent with
the previous studies.
3. We derive the Re(FIR)−LFIR relation over the wide
redshift range of z = 0−6, and find that there ex-
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Figure 15. 5′′×5′′ fake-color HST images of the 56 OC5S-mmT sources that are identified in the 3D-HST regions (red: H160, green: J125,
blue: I814). The red contours indicate ALMA mm band intensity from the 5 to 30σ levels with a 2σ-level step. The red cross represents the
ALMA source center. The red ellipse shows the synthesized beam size. The white circle denotes the 2.′′5 search radius for the optical-NIR
objects. The large blue cross presents the optical-NIR counterparts of the ALMA sources, while the small blue cross indicates the major
merger pair. Note that ID661 is placed at the edge of the coverage of the HST observations.
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Figure 16. Left: Our ALMA sources in the Mstar−SFR plane for investigating the star-formation mode. The circles represent the 56
OC5S-mmT sources whose optical-NIR counterparts are detected in the 3D-HST regions. The number of the circles indicates the number
of the multiple components in the major merger system that is indicated by the rest-frame UV-optical morphologies. The solid lines and
the shade regions are the main sequences of the Mstar−SFR relation and the associated 1σ errors, respectively, at z = 1−2, 2−4, and
4−6 that are estimated by Speagle et al. (2014). The colors correspond to the redshift ranges in the color-bar scale. Right: Histograms
of the isolated galaxies (bottom) and the major mergers (top) as a function of ∆MS, where ∆MS is the difference in sSFR from the main
sequence.
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ists a positive correlation at the >99% significance
level.
4. The power-law fitting of Re(FIR) ∝ Lα
IR
FIR allows us
to obtain the best-fit slope of αFIR = 0.28 ± 0.07.
The best-fit slope value is not changed within the
error even without the AGNs, potential lensed
sources, and the potentially low-quality data of
early ALMA cycles. Moreover, the Re(FIR) values
at a fixed LFIR decreases toward high redshifts.
Both results of the best-fit αFIR and the redshift
evolution trend are consistent with those of the
galaxy effective radius in the rest-frame UV (op-
tical) wavelength Re(UV) (Re(Opt.)).
5. On the statistical basis, the average values of
Re(FIR) at z = 1−6 are generally smaller than those
of Re(UV) and Re(Opt.) in the similar Mstar range.
On the individual source basis, the direct com-
parison between the Re(FIR) and Re(UV) (Re(Opt.))
for individual galaxies also supports the relation of
Re(FIR) . Re(UV) (Re(Opt.)). Both statistical and
individual results suggest that the dusty starbursts
take place in the compact regions.
6. On the size−stellar mass plane, Re(FIR) of our
ALMA sources and Re(opt.) of the quiescent galax-
ies at z = 1−3 shows the similar distribution. This
implies that the intense star-formation of the dusty
starbursts is transformed into the major part of
the stellar distribution of the host galaxies that are
evolved to the local elliptical galaxies through the
compact quiescent galaxies.
7. The median spatial offset between the rest-frame
FIR and UV-optical emission is estimated to be
0.′′24 that may be explained by the astrometric un-
certainty of ∼ 0.′′25. The offset values larger than
the astrometric uncertainty is not caused by the
misidentification for the optical-NIR counterparts
due to the chance projection, but the intrinsic spa-
tial offsets between the rest-frame FIR and UV
star-forming regions.
8. We test whether our ALMA sources are major
mergers based on the rest-frame UV and optical
morphology with the deep HST images. We iden-
tify 27% of our ALMA sources as the early/mid-
stage major mergers, while the rest of the 73%
as the isolated galaxies. The total fraction of
the major mergers including the isolated galaxies
with the merger-like morphology is estimated to be
∼30−40% in our ALMA sources. This indicates
that the dusty starbursts are triggered not only
by the major mergers but also the other mecha-
nism(s).
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